The Mask and Wig Aspirants Tender Second Program

DIVIDED PROGRAM MARKS ENTERTAINMENT AS DEN IN WAYS DURING CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY

Mask and Wig Club to Follow the Presentation of "Thrills Tonight"

MICHAEL STRESSES RULES

Opening the first in the initial trilogy of the Freshman Class, the Mask and Wig Club will foster the second presentation of its skills by continuing the entertainment program which was started in the previous annual meeting. It is expected that the Mask and Wig Club will be the first to be on the program of the Division of University Affinity. The list of candidates who will enthrall the members of the Mask and Wig Club at its annual meeting will be announced in the near future.

The Mask and Wig Club is about to stage its annual meeting under the direction of Mr. Michael. Michael is the leader of the group and is considered to be one of the most popular members of the Mask and Wig Club. The meeting is expected to be held in the quadrangle on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania.

DEBATING TEAMS CLASH SATURDAY

Engage Princeton and Wesleyan in Opening Forensic Meet of Season

Opening the season for the Eastern Interscholastic Debating League, Pennsylvanians will meet with Princeton and Wesleyan representatives in a speaking contest which will be held in the gymnasium of the University of Pennsylvania. It is expected that the two teams will be able to provide a good debate and that the audience will be entertained by the speakers.

The debate will be held in the gymnasium of the University of Pennsylvania, and it is expected that the audience will be entertained by the speakers.

LUTHERAN MEET IN WEEKLY DISCUSSION

Beneficial Things That Come to Extensive Discussion and Deliberation

A list of the specific things that were discussed this week in the meeting of the Lutheran Club was published recently in the Parish House of the Lutheran Church in the nearby community. The list of the specific things that were discussed this week in the meeting of the Lutheran Club was published recently in the Parish House of the Lutheran Church in the nearby community.
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Pacify those stomach pains at any hour at Nourishment which means—adulterated our choice morsels of un
at the Palm Tree Diner with pacify those stomach pangs

THE TWIN PALM TREE
DINER WAGONS

• very need.

Cowhide that will not wear out
are one piece covert of genuinenas
Trussell Loose-Leaf Ring Binders

•

WHEN YOU CAN'T SEE SAFELY
SEE DAVE BROOKS
Money Loan Office
3419 Woodland Ave.
branch store—1722 Market Street
Open 8 til 10 P.M.
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Adams predicts great chemical advancement —
Professor at Illinois University states that chemistry will supplant
modern industries

real advance in recent years

Dr. Roger Adams, Professor of Chemistry at the University of Illinois, declares that the next twenty-five years will witness an astonishing development in all branches of synthetic chemistry, which will ultimately be the country's outstanding industry. Dr. Adams, who has long been connected with the American Chemical Society, states that an indescribable advancement has resulted from the war
and that industries, which concern distilling and extracting processes, will soon be supplanted by simple methods of synthetically making the same products.

He states, "Though the articles made recently seem pharmaceutical, it is safe to predict that the next twenty-five years will be filled with new opportunities and we shall see even more astonishing developments in this field. There are still many unsolved problems which require the attention of a master, but will be solved by the young chemist who is now applying this line of research work."

In the speech which Dr. Adams delivered, he gave great detail concerning the method of synthetically developing the various grades of alcohol and tobacco which have recently been perfected. He says that these products will take the place in the future of our modern fuels, which, he feels, will soon be exhausted if the present rate of consumption keeps up.

"Exhaustion is our greatest possibility," Dr. Adams said. "With the high boiling petroleum subjected to a process known as cracking, several forms of lower boiling oils are formed which are suitable for the internal combustion engine. Some of these products have been converted into synthetic rubber by a process which has not as yet been divulged. Lacquers, many medicinal products, and thousands of other similar compounds have been formed in this manner. I expect in the near future, many startling inventions and discoveries and I think that the branch of study will soon become the big industry of the country," Dr. Adams concluded.
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GALLOWAY'S
STATIONERY
CHRISTMAS CARDS
4075 MARKET ST.

FOR FORMAL WEAR
Wack & Son rent gayeaway, Tuxedos, and full dress suits that are as perfect
ly tailored and as carefully handled as your own suits at home.

Rates are reasonable.
WAAS & SON
123 So. 11th St.
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FOR SA
COLLEGE CAMPUS CHAT

All students of Pennsylvania who have their hair cut in the University Hall barbershop are unwittingly making a contribution to scientific research. The hair is turned over to the department of physiological chemistry in the School of Medicine where, after the last of its uses, it is utilized in medical research, is excited.

The Presbyterian Orphanage of Lynchburg, Virginia, claims the six barbershop's ghastly tum in the world. On the white team, which had quite a successful season, only one man was used, the one which the quarterback demanded for his shoe was always removed when the kick had been completed.

Residents at the University of Delaware are planning a daring venture to make dining easier for hungry men. Proponents of the scheme say that in addition to acquiring a number of men and women who would otherwise never meet, the barbershop would make possible a greater social life in the school and contribute to a more democratic institution.

To obtain "Peace and loneliness" for Yale men, the daily paper of that institution has recently proposed that one of the city's principal streets be eliminated for two blocks where it runs through the heart of the University. The paper added that a tunnel be constructed below the surface of the street, leaving Yale professors and students of New Haven's most exclusive and most congested avenues.

Many desirable spots of Old Colgate College in Northfield, Mass., have been lured from the game by the enticements of the college barbershop. "The men in the College's outstanding institution and practices are old five of six times a week in preparation for the annual spring trip to a number of Eastern cities.

John D. O'Brien, trainer of Georgetown University's football team for the past 12 years, is a strong advocate of weekly as a stimulant in athletics just before important contests. O'Brien attributes the success of Georgetown track teams to its two trips of ten times a week, the "trip that makes a track but does not make one," which are shown in each camp about 15 minutes before the event.

Insurance against any liability befailing the students during their college career, from being injured in games or breaking clubs upon the golf course, is being offered by Oxford University. Also the only liability not insured against is "franking."

Because they refused to buy Freshman caps or refrain from wearing their high school letter coats, three penalties of Buffalo University were asked of a few spots of hair. Within fifteen minutes there were no many calls for Providence men.

A movement has been set in motion by a group of noble and independent men at the University of Belclare in California by virtue of which the单项 and the students in the school are provided to be shared equally by both of the parties. Non-objection has arisen from members of the opposite sex and the discussion warms.

WEYMANN BANJOS

THE LAND TITLE & TRUST COMPANY

Every Day in 500,000 Homes

Freihofers Fine Bread Is Served Fresh From Oven

Zimmerman’s MENS SHOES

Price Range $7 to $10

WEYMANN BANJOS are everywhere acclaimed the World’s Best.
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No. We are not 2 September! Put that in your diary. With that note about to say was that we understand the lady and the man in question play the great Philadelphia season soon. They have issued a challenge to play the winning team of today’s sporting world: tennis.

That is assuming that the game really comes off. It does break all tradition and actually be played on this day. If so, we are going to be placed in an embarrassing position, as we have agreed to play, while the others, keep an important appointment at the same time.

We have been requested by the management to write the column after the game, Dorothy King being off this week. We expect they would like to have us put in a lot of sincere remarks about them.

Our experience in covering such things is that they could be written up just as well today as late tomorrow. However, there is a chance in a million that the frontiers might win on a typographical error.

If the Travel Bureau thought they could increase their sales of roundtrip tickets by getting the shipping house to lure college students from working on ocean liners during the summer, they will probably find that the only result will be a decrease in the number of students who go abroad.

The only difference between the approaching gift season and a hold up is that a hold up there is always that purely hypothetical chance that a cop might come along and save the day.

By the way, that Punch Bowl man who was seen easing away off the campus lawn was just getting to practice.

Today's Cover Story. Answers are requested to have their photographs for the 1927 Record taken before the Christmas vacation.

Well, anyway, our relations with Princeton are all right for that is the conclusion.

Oh, yes. We meant to mention that those who intend to avoid the season's greatest gift game will kindly bring their own Kronos.

Never just lie in bed with a scoop on the latest addition to the University song book. The Hymn of the Lecture" to the tune of "Don't Wake Me Up Evermore". We are one of the students who is convinced that the programs are not nearly long enough. The place tools are the second most important day in the lives of Princeton University, which consists of some (twenty-six) events.

For the third successive year, the University baseball team, will cross paths with the Dartmouth, Columbia and Cornell aggregation, in the longest of all league baseball series. The three games are included in the last, among which are to be found contests with the major teams of Pennsylvania's eastern section.

Not only is it true that the hardest ever under a lid and blue diamond marginalization, but it is also the largest of all the combers representing the third exercise of the Board. As far as we are aware, there is not another day in that amount of time for the commencement of Princeton's career.
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B. F. KEITH'S
CHESTNUT ST. BELOW TWELFTH

When You Intend Running Your Dance Twentieth Anniversary, November 29 to December 10
Loeser's Dancing Academy

DANCING IN ALL FORMS TAUGHT
Novelty Dance
Central Location, 1820 Market Street
Distribution or All Prizes

USEFUL SOUVENIRS FOR ALL

RATES 10% LOWER THAN OTHER COMPANIES
ONE REASON WHY YOU SHOULD GIVE PREFERENCE TO A YELLOW

Yellow Cab
Locust 3200

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
Keep Ahead—But Don't Forget Your Feet

In these days of critical judgement of a man's ability, his attire is over-looked and as he is shod, so is he judged.

CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES CONSIDER STUDENT UNION

Representatives from Dominion Colleges will convene during holidays as guests of McGill.

PLANS SIMILAR TO ENGLISH UNION

Representatives from every Canadian college from the Atlantic to the Pacific will meet in a conference to be held at McGill University during the Christmas vacation for the purpose of considering the advisability of forming the student body of the various universities of the Dominion into a Federation of Canadian Students. The demand for such a conference has grown out of the visit of the Imperial Delegation to New York by Mr. Nunn Maclean, President of the National Union of Students of the University College of McGill, in which ability of forming a similar union among the universities of Canada. The Western Executive believes that, by reason of their geographical position, are more or less cut off from the institutions in the east, are taking up the ideas with enthusiasm. Arrangements are being made by the student council at McGill to take care of the numerous representatives who will meet there December 28th. The conference members are to be guests of the Montreal school which is planning not only to prepare lodgings and board, but also plenty of entertainment for the guests.

Prove that you are worthy of the kind of skating you want to do. Skates that you'll be proud of. There is no fine skate.

For Beginners—ALFREDS FLASH—Lower Priced

To do. Skates that you'll he proud of. There is no fine skate.

The Fairmount Laundry
Harry Endfield, Proprietor
247 S. 37th Street
Bell Phone, Preston 4309

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT HOU STON HALL STORE

Pride of Possession
Buy skates that are worthy of the kind of skating you wish to do. Skates that you'll be proud of. There is no fine skate.

THE WEST PHILADELPHIA TITLE AND TRUST CO.

ESTABLISHED 1869

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS
$1,000,000
RESOURCES
$10,000,000

TEMPORARY OFFICE 365 WALNUT STREET NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS PENDING THE COMPLETION OF OUR NEW BANK AND OFFICE BUILDING AT N. E. COR 36TH AND WALNUT STREETS.

BANKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

2 P. C. Office on Checking Accounts
4 P. C. Office on Savings Fund Accounts

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Margaret-Elizabeth Cafeteria
425 WALNUT STREET
"THE PLACE WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE EAT"
LUNCH 11-2 SUNDAYS 12-2 DINNER 5-2

Hall's Dining Car

SATISFACTION IS WHAT YOU WANT.
SANDWICHES OF ALL KINDS
WE GUARANTEE IT.
NEVER GOVERNED
DARTMOUTH INSTITUTES NEW BUILDING PROGRAM

Directory and Laboratory Will Be Built By New Hampshire College as Part of Last Year's Plan

ENROLLMENT NOT INCREASED

President Ernest M. Hopkins of Dartmouth announced last Tuesday that the College will actively continue in the spring the building program inaugurated last summer when work was begun on the new library, the gift of George F. Baker. The trustee committee on the development of the plan has been directed to proceed with the construction of the natural science building and a new dormitory to accommodate approximately one hundred students. The decision to continue the latter building was taken on a recommendation that the College undertake a program of erecting new dormitories to replace the old and worn out structures now used.

The new Natural Science building will probably be located on the site west and north of that occupied by the present building and will provide accommodation for the Biology, Geology, Botany, and Zoology departments which have been available before. It is expected that the new dormitory will be built on the west side of Hitchcock Hall and Haskell Hall and will begin the developments of Hitchcock estate which extends on broad plains beyond the Connecticut River. Other situations for the building, meanwhile, are also being considered.

In spite of all these improvements, the enrollment will not be increased. President Hopkins was explicit in declaring that the College has no intention of limiting the present restrictions in this matter and that the new dormitories will merely supply the older buildings but in no sense will permit a movement in the present size of the undergraduate body.

SIDELIGHTS ON FOOTLIGHTS

L'Envoi

There will not be much direct coming from this column, for this is the last time which your appointment will be used to the advantage of Dramatic Editor of the campus paper. The middle evening of this week promises a show, for he will be engaged in other fields of endeavor.

Looking back on the past two and a half years, there is one occasion when your appointment was used not as well worthy of mention: my good friend, Mr. BenSHA, who gave me the initial opportunity and assisted me to my present position; Fowrer Child and Harbut, each of whom have given freely of their knowledge and interest in this business; You Ever, for a kind helper during Mock and Wig season; and Will McPhee, who over the destinies of the paper, always championing the rights of this business. Yet what titles, this instance, would be even unless you have his gift of perspicacity and insight, which is one of the principles of which I am envious.

It has been a pleasure and a privilege to have done this work: to have had the assistance of the above-mentioned, whose recent service being a distinct personal loss; to have enjoyed both the applause and the hearse by the various readers, and to feel that the space used has not been a waste and that what was done was a success and accomplished what was not expected. To all my readers, a hearty thanks, and best wishes for the continuance of a complete theatrical calendar. If you have enjoyed reading the various bits as much as I have been my delight to write them, then "Thanks."

Yule!

E. F. E.

NOTICES

Kite and Key Society—Meeting of best students today at 3:30 in Room 3, Houston Hall.

Purple Soccer Team—The following game: Thursday, December 19th, at 2:00 P.M. at the West Philadelphia Station for a trip to St. Mark's Preparatory, Began, Castle St., Murray, Walker, C. P. Lee, Burdick, Holmen, Robbins, Kilmer-Kresik, and Williams.

Gym—All freshmen report Saturday at 3 o'clock at the Memorial Tower yardway for a trip to Franklin College.

Crow—All registered candidates report at the Council office at 9:00 A.M. Thursday afternoon. Wear old clothes.

Freshman Soccer—The following ten report at River Yard at 10 o'clock tomorrow for a game: Lewis Horsfall, Fields, Riley, Ribble, Robert, Burling, Copple, Clevor, Racine, White, Holmen, Bingham, Schrunk.

Luzerne County Club—There will be two matches and a short business meeting in the Mask and Wig Room, first floor of the Mask and Wig Building, 306 and Sprague Streets at 10:30 P.M., Monday, December 15. Dr. H. H. Johnson, General Director of the Christian Association will be the principal speaker and a musical program will have been prepared.

Orchestra—There will be a recital at 10 o'clock in the Music Room of Houston Hall.

Gym Team—The bowling team will have a match tonight at 10 o'clock at West Philadelphia Station for the trip to Wilminton, R. K. Joseph, Kruezer, Elkan, Kurbilky, Stevens, Lenox, Horner, Moore, Schiltz, Root, and Soder.

Wisconsin Club—Wisconsin Club is running a special trip to Chicago on December 10 on the Capital Limited. Anyone wishing to go should report in the Mask and Wig Room, at 3:30 P.M. Monday, December 15.

LEONARD FLUKE—In the case of Leonard Flukey, which is still pending, the city council has set a date for the trial of the case. The trial is scheduled for a date in February, and the city council has made arrangements for the same.

The following members of the Jay-Vee team report at the Mask and Wig Room at 2:30 P.M. Saturday, for the game with Missouri C. O. (Missouri, Hardman, Pickering, Good, Glicker, Lieb, Beckett, Silver, and Goodlin).

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT HOUSTON HALL STORE

WINTER'S BIGGEST LITTLE DRUG STORE

MURPHY'S

Buy your Christmas Gifts at Houston Hall Store

Home Movies

On campus or off campus, rain or shine, night or day, a Stetson is the smartest hat and the longest lived.

STETSON HATS

Stylish for young men

The Pennsylvania State University
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"If you have never tried the rest, now try the best!"

"Shredded Wheat" is a registered trade-mark of The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

"If you like bread, you will like Shredded Wheat, because it is the very best kind of bread."

"The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y."
The easiest way to do your Christmas shopping is suggested by the Houston Hall Store which is right here upon the campus where inexpensive gifts for all tastes may be obtained.
THOMAS S. GATES, JR., Manager of football for the 1927 season.

SOPHOMORES AND FRESH
 Clash in the traditional flour fight.

THOMAS S. GATES, JR.
Manager of football for the 1927 season.

GERMANTOWN HIGH
Defeated West Philadelphia for the championship last Friday at Franklin Field.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN PICTORIAL SUPPLEMENT. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1926.

Price Ten Cents.

DREXEL'S BASKETBALL SQUAD
Which meets Pennsylvania's eager tomorrows, right in Wrightman Hall for the second game of the season.

PENNСSSVANIA BOOSTERS
Advancing the ball for the Pennsylvania Nasscard Alumni game.

ROBERT ALBERT KRANTZ
Manager of variety basketball.

THOMAS S. GATES, JR.
Manager of football for the 1927 season.

SOPHOMORES AND FRESH
Clash in the traditional flour fight.

THOMAS S. GATES, JR.
Manager of football for the 1927 season.

GERMANTOWN HIGH
Defeated West Philadelphia for the championship last Friday at Franklin Field.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN PICTORIAL SUPPLEMENT. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1926.

Price Ten Cents.
John H. Wharton
PATERSON CENTRAL HIGH BOOTERS
Played brilliant soccer to defeat the Baltimore Poly team, 3-1, and capture the University’s Inter-scholastic soccer championship. The game was played on Franklin Field.

Lester Lichtenstein
Business Manager
Phillip W. Amram
Editor-in-Chief
John F. Headly
News Editor
John Davis, II
Book Review Editor
Guy Miller
Associate Business Manager

MANAGING BOARD OF EDITORS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW REVIEW

EDWARD W. HAKE, 1928
Recently elected captain of next year’s football team.

GOMMY FOR GIFTS

Suggestions
Mufflers - $4.00 to $10.00
Gloves - 3.50 - 10.00
Neckwear - 1.50 - 3.00
Silk Robes - 15.00 - 25.00
Pajamas - 2.50 - 3.50
Golf Hose - 2.00 - 3.00
Wool Hose - 1.00 - 4.00

Dress Wear
Stetson Hats
Whalley-Ford Shoes
Langrock and Brehm Coats

Take home a senior blazer for Christmas

GOMMY
MINISTRY OF DISTINCTION
UofP. Campus
PHILA
6363 WOODLAND AVENUE
Now the truth is known
data. Poe's death, seventy-seven years ago, a sympathetic following
of his will by graphic statements of Poe's obituaries. This monumen-
tal work is a reference unabridged by conclusive evidence, of the charac-
ter of America's greatest literary genius.

More Than Sixty-Five Per Cent New Material
Letters, receipts, documents and engravings are here published for
the first time. Poe, the man of mystery, is revealed in a strange but
true picture. The complete, illustrated life of him whose incomparable
work is now more fully understood.

Two Volumes
480 Pages  600 Illustrations  PRICE $10.00

The John C. Winston Company  Philadelphia
LOUIS C. MADEIRA, III
Recently elected chairman of the organized classes

HENRY N. WOOLMAN
New President of the General Alumni Society.

'THIS IS THE title of our new Christmas Booklet — it will be found helpful, in either of suggestion. Send in for one and we will mail it to you, or, better still, drop in the store and get one yourself.

Reed's is the logical place in which to buy Men's gifts. We are splendidly supplied with Haberdashery of fine qualities and in most attractive variety.

- Neckwear—$1.00 to $8.00
- Glove — For formal wear. Retail & Wholesale—$3.50 to $25.00
- Lined Gloves—$15.00 to $25.00
- Fan Gloves—$7.00 to $12.00
- Coats and Robes—$7.50 to $50.00
- Handkerchief—
- $115.00
- Walking Sticks — $2.50 to $10.00
- $7.50
- Umbrella—$1.50 to $18.00
- Evening Dress Wear
- "Red-Tux"—Our new Tuxedo. $55.00
- Dress Waistcoats — $7.50 to $18.00
- Business—Half Hose, Woolen, etc.
- $2.00 to $5.00
- Silk—$1.00 to $4.25 each
- Dress Waistcoats — $7.50 to $18.00
- pajamas—$2.50 to $10.00
- Belts and Belt Buckles—in extensive assortments.

JACOB REED'S SONS
Founded 1824 — A Century Record of Continuous Growth
1424-26 Chestnut Street
Atlantic City, 1127-1129 Boardwalk, Hidden Hall Block

GUARD "MENCHY" GOLDBLATT
Of the Pennsylvania basketball team.

ON GREATER FRANKLIN FIELD
SUPPLEE ICE CREAM WILL BE SERVED
AND AT THE TRAINING TABLE GOLD MEDAL MILK
BOTH ARE UNEXCELLED

SUPPLEE-WILLS-JONES

GOLD MEDAL MILK

SUPPLEE ICE CREAM